Ten years ago a major snow storm caused very hazardous driving conditions in NE Indiana. The competition was not cancelled because 50% of the teams could attend and no alternative facility was available for a snow date competition to be completed before the date required for regional submission of winning teams to National Future City Competition. This year we will do our best to make arrangements for an alternate date/location if an extreme hazardous situation arises. Team will be notified.

**IMPORTANT:** We will only reschedule the competition if extreme conditions exist in Allen County and the immediate surrounding area. The regional event involves reserving the entire IPFW Walb Student Union for 2 days. More than 30 judges, committee members, 29 teams (145+team members), and approximately 10 other volunteers would all need to reschedule if the event is cancelled due to adverse weather conditions. Therefore, rescheduling will only be used in extreme circumstances.

**Announcements:** If weather conditions become extreme we will announce a delay or cancellation in two ways:

1. Message placed on area radio stations 1190 AM, and 95.1 FM
2. Message placed on Carol Dostal’s office voicemail

**If you will be late or need to cancel:** If you feel that you must cancel, please notify Carol Dostal ASAP by calling the office at (260) 481-6905. The alternate number is (260) 413-2054.